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mony. We must distinguish between the saving knowledge of
Christ, for which the Spirit has priority and which Friends em
phasized, and the knowledge about Christ in redemptive history,
which is contained in the inspired Scriptures. The priority of
the Spirit is not so much a temporal as a personal relationship.
In Proposition III Barclay demonstrates this by declaring that
the Scriptures give a declaration of uth, but the application
must be assured directly to the lersoIi by the Spirit who by this
J)rilnary rule makes valid the secondary rule of Scripture. Thus
the scriptural p1-position ‘he that belies i’s, shall he saved,’ is
answered by the assurance of the I—Jnlv Spirit, “T, Robert, be
lieve’; and the conclusion comes, ‘‘I shall be saved.’’
As for the theoretical sufficiency of the Spirit WithOilL the
Scriptures, early Friends concurred with Paul’s teaching in Ro
mans about the natural law of the Gentiles which makes those
outside the range of special revelation both responsible for their
sins and capable of the answ’er of saving faith. Saving knowledge
requires “information” which Christ as the Light gives in some
measure to all men, whereas knowledge of the incarnation of
Christ and the full nature of his atoning work requires the in
formation which Scripture prrn’ides. The unity of the revelation
of God in Scripture and in persoiial experience, which the early
Friends stressed, involves both a high view of scriptural inspira
tion and a high view of the efficacy of Christ.
It may well be that early Friends took their fund of biblical
knowledge too much for granted. The world in which they li ed
accepted the authority of the Bible, in principle at least. Othcr
melated factors which contributed to their failure to transmit to
succeeding generations of Quakers their own effective knowledge
of the Bible are: their costly stand for freedom, which prcemtecl
them from giving adequate attention to the effective training of
the ministry; a Puritan “empirical bent” as Tolles terms it,
which gave strong encouragement to the practical callings; and
the Quietistic disdain of religious means.
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